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SCOTTIE SCHEFFLER  ( -8) 
 
 
Q.  Can you give me -- you've been close on the PGA TOUR a number of times. Where 
does this rank as far as what you'll take from the experience? 
 
SCOTTIE SCHEFFLER:  So I'll take from this I felt like I played a lot of good golf this week 
without really my best stuff. I really felt uncomfortable with my ball-striking going into the 
week, but I gave myself a chance to win here in the end, I put myself in position on Sunday. 
I'd say today I just probably didn't make enough putts. Outside of that, I definitely played 
good enough to win. 
 
Q.  Some bogeys early in your second nine, but you rallied with two late birdies. Did 
you have an idea of the situation? Were you looking at the leaderboard? 
 
SCOTTIE SCHEFFLER:  Yeah, I took some peeks. I saw Jason made a little move there on 
the back nine. I just did my best to stay in it, I wasn't swinging my best today on the back 
nine. Outside of that, I gave myself opportunities, just wasn't able to hole enough putts. An 
odd break here or there that maybe goes my way and it's a little different story.  
 
Q.  When you look back at the season that you've had obviously with the Ryder Cup 
and the match play and everything else that goes into it, how much momentum can 
you carry into next year?  
 
SCOTTIE SCHEFFLER:  I think like a good amount. I feel like the stuff I'm working on, I'm 
really improving. I feel like my bunker game's getting a lot better, I feel like my putting's 
improving a lot and the things that I'm working on I'm starting to see some success with, 
which is exciting for me. 
  


